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Welcome to my first edition of the DAANZ RAG. I’ve always seen the DAANZ RAG as advertising for Diplomacy Tournaments and Diplomacy Clubs 
around Australia and New Zealand. 
 
I also hope to make the DAANZ RAG a good read. The results and all the other articles are there for your entertainment. Many who know me accept that 
I can be a little rough around the edges. You may find spelling, grammatical and publication errors throughout the duration of my editorship but please 
don’t let it detract from you enjoyment. 
 
This is your publication and I’ll be chasing you for articles and letters. Larry Peery has agreed to write articles for the RAG. Larry’s articles are always a 
good read, having read one or two of them, I find his observations very interesting. If you don’t agree with some of the things that Larry (or anybody else) 
has to say please don’t hesitate to provide the DAANZ RAG with an alternate view. But please be constructive and save the flame wars for the ozdip list. 
 
Each issue will have a theme, this issue it is “WDC 2002”. The next issue I’d like to know about your introduction to diplomacy. Who, when, why, how 
and your first thoughts. The Deadline for the nest issue is July 31 2002. 
 
Most sections are a little obvious. There’s also a ME and a YOU section. In the ME section I’ll tell about what’s happening in my life. Those who spent 
some time with me at WDC have heard about the “Great fire of Mt Duneed”. Unfortunately that is an old story and but as you’ll read in the ME section I’m 
a different person now.  I’m looking for stories (paragraphs or pages) about you and what your doing. I’d love to know things like: 

• Why does Chris Burke call himself “Kit” and does he like cream, or 
• Who taught Sean Colman everything he knows and did he ask for his money back? 

 
 
Due to space constraints this issue  does not contain the latest Masterpoints rankings. They will definitely return next issue. 
 

 
WDC 2002 
 

HAVE YOU EVER TRIED TO WALTZ TO ADVANCE AUSTRALIA FAIR? 
By “Larrikin” Peery 

 
By any measure it was the longest, both in time (66 days) and distance (20,000 miles) traveled, and most expensive (USD 23,000) trip to a WDC in the 
history of the hobby; and that’s not counting another 9 days, 9,000 miles, and USD 4,000 spent during and afterwards!   
 
 And what did it get me?  Well, if you look at the tournament results, not much: three eliminations and one three-way draw!  And, unfortunately, 
that’s what this report is mostly about.  However, in other reports and articles to come you’ll see why this trip to this WDC was one of the great traveling 
experiences of my life.  I hope you’ll look for those in THE DIPLOMATIC POUCH, DIPLOMACY WORLD, and on the WDC SHRINE site.  Who knows, 
you may even find some in your local newspaper.   
 
 Here I’ll have a few comments on the host country, the venue (Canberra), the site (The Rydges Eagle Hawk Resort), the WDC event, the 
WDC Society meeting, and a few general thoughts.  My recollections have been reinforced by a review of my notes, the tapes I made, the photographs I 
took, and all the documentation I brought home. In all, 12 hours of tapes, over 1,500 photos, and 250 pounds of documents back-up what I have to say.  
Remember, this is my peerispective.  I’m sure others saw things, people, and events differently.  Only as you read all the reports and talk to those who 
were there can you begin to form your own opinion as to what really transpired. 
 
 I want to note first that it has become traditional that when Edi Birsan and I visit a Diplomacy event we each take on a different role at the Con.  
Edi’s role is easier than mine, I think. He contributes the plaques and prizes, teaches the novices, tells everyone how great things are going in the 
hobby, and generally casts a benevolent blessing over the event.  I, on the other hand, come in looking for what’s wrong and what needs improvement, 
telling the truth as I see it and holding the event up to the highest possible standard that Diplomacy demands. Not a fun job, but somebody ought to do it.  
Just remember, we both wear glasses. Edi’s are rose-colored and mine are amber! 
 



 So, as you read my comments keep in mind that they are, after all, the bottom tip of the iceberg; something you don’t usually get to see. ☺  
What most of you saw and what most of you got was a wonderful event!  That’s what history will remember. 
 
 
 
AUSTRALIA 
 
 If I had to describe Australia today in a word, it would be schizoid.  That’s not a unique situation, but the Ozzies are not as able as some to 
hide their feelings so it shows more down under and they talk about it more!  Boy, do they ever!  You see it everywhere and in every aspect of Ozzie life.  
Take television as an example. The number of channels is severely limited. Some seem to show nothing but children’s’ cartoons. Others show nothing 
but footie matches. One showed some superb programs culled from the BBC, PBS, and local productions.  It, naturally, had some of the lowest ratings 
in the country. 
But what I found fascinating were the ads, not the normal commercial ones selling this or that but the number of public service messages trying to reach 
out to the jobless, homeless, those with various diseases, or those pondering suicide.  The news programs were filled to over-flowing with stories of the 
Governor-Generals alleged misdeeds, the tossing of children overboard by boat people, etc. etc.  Not until a local football icon got caught rolling in the 
hay with his mate’s wife did a fresh breeze of normality blow across the airwaves.  Suddenly things were back to normal…. 
 
 Australia and the average Australian have never had it so good and they know it.  And, thank God, they have the decency to feel a bit guilty 
about it; especially when they look at those less fortunate then themselves.  Sure, the world is full of NIMBYS, Hansons, and Le Pens; but people of 
goodwill will triumph in the end.  Usually.  Well, sometimes.  So; while they ponder the deeper meaning of things; the Ozzies go about doing their normal 
thing, living life to the best and with a zest that is uniquely theirs! And that’s why the 2002 WDC came to Canberra. 

 
 
(From Left) Brendan Whyte, Larry Peery, Tony Collins, Chad Nimmagadda  
 
 
 
 
CANBERRA 
 
 I was fortunate to visit Canberra as part of my first ground tour through NSW, Victoria, and Southern Australia.  Without those two days I 
wouldn’t have seen much of Australia’s capital.  In many ways it reminds me of other new capitals: Washington and Brasilia come to mind.  It was 
designed to be as perfect as it could be.  Unfortunately, people aren’t perfect and they don’t live in perfect cities.  Still, Canberra has done a better job 
than most cities of its size.  It may not be perfect, but it is livable and it provides a pretty good living for most of its government employee residents and 
those who dine at the government’s trough.  The new Parliament House and other major government buildings, the War Memorial, the broad avenues 
and vistas are all appealing. I enjoyed my tour of the Parliament House and getting a chance to see their hybrid British-American system in action; while 
just a few miles away members of the Falun Gong sect were camped out across the street from the PRC embassy.  (Don’t bother to go look, they’ve 
been removed by the government after Chinese complaints.) 
 
 I was lucky to be looking to the left as our tour bus drove down the hill toward Canberra and I saw the Rydges Eagle Hawk Resort off to the 
left.  Then I saw the ACT boundary line pass; and I knew WDC was going to be out in the boonies.  So I did my sightseeing while I could and made 
plans to hunker down during the WDC. Ironically our tour group stayed in one of the other Rydges properties (all owned by the same operation) in 
Canberra and I was looking forward to the Resort; which I assumed would be as good as the first.   
 
THE RYDGES 
 
 I had made my reservations for six nights at the Rydges well before leaving home on the 21st of January. Later I had confirmed them and 
informed the Resort when they asked that I would appreciate a lift from the airport to the resort when I arrived on Wednesday around 1830.  I had had 
some interesting experiences on my nine previous flights with Qantas around Australia: misplaced luggage, cancelled flights, etc. but this time they 
actually managed to get me onto an earlier flight from Sydney to Canberra.  At least it was supposed to be earlier, but it actually left late, so we only got 



into Canberra about thirty minutes early.  I called Rydges to let them know that I was at the airport and waiting for their pick-up.  I was then informed that 
no one was available to come and get me and I would need to take a cab to the Resort.  $30 later I arrived.  When I asked about a ride to the airport on 
the following Tuesday I was told that no shuttles were available and I could take a limo to the airport for $25.  And so I did.  In the meantime, by the time 
the Con actually started I had compiled a list of some 20 things that were wrong at or with the Resort.  Some were amusing. Some were not. Some were 
serious safety or health violations that would have gotten them cited by a health inspector.  I won’t go into all of that here, or this report will run another 
five pages. Suffice it to say that of the 29 different hotels I stayed at in Australia the Rydges rated the worst in its category.   
 
 I do want to mention one other event that was going on at the Resort while we were there, the Cadillac Centennial Rally.  The Ozzies love 
their cars, especially their old cars.  I had run into the Antique Rolls Royce Club at Cradle Mountain in Tasmania, and they were having a ball.  So were 
the Caddie lovers in Canberra.  To be honest, I think they were having more fun than we were!   
 
WORLD DIPCON 2002 
 
 This was Australia’s second WDC event and I will be curious to see how Don Del Grande and others who attended both compare them.  From 
what I can gleam the Ozzies had had the event dumped in their lap after the Kiwis successful bid in Baltimore two years ago.  Rob Stephenson was the 
original organizer of the event but he decided he wanted to play, so Ken Sproat ended up as the man in charge.  All things considered, Ken did yeoman 
service in putting on the Con.  He almost made it look easy, but that was probably because of the excellent support he got from his cohorts.  I was 
particularly impressed by their efforts to make a video record of the event and do some interviews with the participants.  If all goes well that should be an 
invaluable historical record, or just a bloody good laugh! 
 
 Thursday morning, the day before Good Friday (a holiday, as was Easter Monday), I went into Canberra to shop for essentials at Woolies: 
Whatever I saved on the cheaper wine was eaten up by the more expensive film and the expensive cab ride.  Still, I was ready for the weekend.  When I 
returned I found the foreigners, particularly the Americans, arriving. It was the same old crowd: Edi Birsan, Don Del Grande, Manus Hand, Dan Mathias, 
and Brian Shelton.  In all, six Americans made the trek to Canberra. 
It wasn’t a lot, but it was still better than the Brits and as good as the French managed; and just about equaled the number of Kiwis in attendance.  I got 
the impression that the Ozzie/Kiwi Diplomacy relationship is about on par with that of the Koreans and Japanese now hosting the World’s Cup.  Still, the 
foreigners did make up a good third, perhaps more, of the total number of players.   
 
 Gradually the group gathered and it became very obvious that there were two groups present: the foreigners and the locals.  Most of the 
foreigners knew each other, but not the locals; and vice versa.  This was very inconvenient. A simple thing like name tags would have eliminated the 
problem of knowing who was who and where they were from. 
 
 I won’t bore you with a piece by piece, dot by dot, game by game litany of my playing.  Suffice is to say that, as I told Ken, my performance 
peaked just as the Con was ending.  Three eliminations were followed by a three-way draw.  Alas, although I didn’t end up at the botton of the pecking 
order, I did end up at the bottom of the pack of American players.  C’EST la guerre! 
 
 I do have a few general comments on the tournament and how it was conducted and the way the games were played. 
 
 First off, as others have already written, I did not like the way time issues were dealt with.  There should have been distinct periods for 
negotiations, writing orders, and adjudications.  In addition, the pace was too fast to allow for adequate negotiations, especially in the winter 1900 and 
1901 years. The pace was also too fast to allow for the physical act of writing orders, let alone writing proper orders.  I would love to know the total 
number of NMRs in this event. I’m sure it was a record.   
 
 Second, there was the role of the mechanical time keeping device, a.k.a. the clock, which was used.  I saw the same system used in Paris at 
the French Diplomacy Championships, but I’m not sure whom to blame for its creation.  I don’t recall it having the same impact on the play in Paris as it 
did in Canberra.  Partially it was physical.  In Paris it was located on the TD’s table, at one end of the room. It was there, but it wasn’t a dominant factor 
in the play.  In Canberra The Clock (at my suggestion, Sacre Bleu!) was placed high above the room where all could see it.  What I didn’t realize at that 
time was that it also talked!  It gave periodic time warnings and a countdown!  It reminded me of some of the aviation warning systems that I’ve heard 
informing the pilot that the plane is about to crash!  Anyway, I found it totally distracting personally.  And observing the play around me I would say that it 
(The Clock) actually acted as an Eighth Player in the game. 
Such devices should be banned in my view.  
 
 Third, I felt the event procedures and rules were too complex.  It seems as if each WDC event strives to create more and more procedures 
and rules to cover every possible contingency that has come up in international and local play.  Enough is enough. 
 
 Fourth, no individual round or game results were posted on a daily basis.  This made it difficult for every player to know what was happening.  
Those who did know were at an advantage.  Players should not have to search out this information for themselves.   
  
 Fifth, there was a problem with the results of the games, too many three-way draws.  I asked the Ozzies why this kept happening and I was 
told that it was because they have such a small player base they are always playing the same people over and over in their games.  Nobody wants to 
double-cross or stab or eliminate a guy who might be in his next game, so they agree to take a three-way draw, figuring nobody gets their feelings hurt 
and a third of a pie is better than none!  Still, one would have thought with the number of good foreign players participating that they would have been 
able to prevent this, but that didn’t happen.  So, there were way too many draws.  Interestingly, the one solo win, by Rob Stephenson generated some 
controversy ranging from one foreigner who said that his fifth round victory was thrown to him when it was realized that if he didn’t win the tournament 
winner would be a Kiwi and a Frenchman would come in second; to a local who said the win hadn’t been earned.  I don’t know. I didn’t see the game 
played.  Nor apparently did a lot of others since there were only two boards going during that fifth round. 
 
 Sixth, and that brings me to the question of whether this tournament ranks as a WDC class event.  Based on three factors, I must say that it 
does not.  First, as I just discussed the number of draws indicates to me that players were not playing their best to win! That, on qualitative grounds, 
rules the event out of the WDC class.  By the end of Round IV there were four six-way draws, five five-way draws, nine four-way draws (four of those 
were one center participants), and three three-way draws. Second, the tournament did have six rounds but not one of them filled seven boards; which is 
a quantitative standard I have always used for defining a WDC class event.  Third, the event did not have forty-nine players who participated in the 
required four rounds.  Only forty-four players played in the required four rounds.   
 
 There were eight teams in the team event that was won by the Kiwis.   
 
 The Awards Ceremony was well handled and just about everybody got something to take home.  I won’t go over the results since, thanx to 
Ken’s superb effort, they were published and posted on the Internet within less than ten days!   
 



 The WDC Society meeting was fairly low key as Edi did his usual fine job of cajoling and browbeating those present into approving, once 
again, the WDC Charter.  It has now been approved in all three regions and is in effect.  The French immediately tabled a series of proposals to amend 
the Charter and some were adopted, some rejected, and a few deferred for later discussion. No doubt we’ll hear more about that in Paris.  Manus Hand 
gave a plug for the next WDC venue in Denver, Colorado next February, but the reception was lukewarm at best.  I really doubt if Denver will draw many 
foreigners.  That’s a pity because it’s an interesting city and it should be a good event. 
The only bid to host the 2004 WDC event came from Birmingham, site of WDC I and IV and after David Norman promised the Brits would be on their 
good behaviour, the bid was accepted with one vote (mine) cast for San Marino!   
 
BON MOTS 
 
 Finally, it gives me great pleasure to mention some of my personal highlights of this event.  They had nothing to do with the site or the event 
play, obviously.  They did have very much to do with some of the wonderful people that I met and got to know in Canberra. Because of them, for me, this 
was a superb gathering.  The people at the Rydges were exceptionally polite and helpful, if a bit slow at times.  The Con staff, as I mentioned, were 
unfailingly polite and kind to this senile old fart!  I enjoyed talking with Tristan Lee and Christian Gemballa Moura. The future of the hobby is in their good 
hands.  Thanx to Kit for sharing his better half for some great chats!  Ken Alonzo gave me some great insights on how to approach the challenge of 
finding Peery National Park.  They worked, Ken. I’ve got the photomaps, the aerial photos, the top maps, and I know where the gold is! Andrew 
Geraghty was kind enough to take me for a drive about and show me the insider’s view of the ACT.  And to all those who were so helpful to Esmeralda 
and I during our Grand Tour, we thank you.   
 
 
 
 

 
 
The President and the Coup Leader 
 
 
 
 
 

Overview of a WDC event in Australia by an Up-Under diplomacy player 
 
By Cyrille Seven 

 
I try here to write some words to relate my experience of this diplomacy Face-To-Face tournament in Canberra. To point the difference between myself 
and the neo (or post) fascist  party in France, I’ll write it in english. 
 
This tournament was from all point of view pretty different from what I’ve ever known. Despite the fact that I almost play only abroad since a couple of 
seasons, it has always been in Europe, which can be for sure more expensive than going to the United States for instance, but also requires a lot more 
time. 
 
Just after the landing I noticed the first big difference, when I found a hot sun with 30 degrees Celsius, after leaving the snow and (–8) degrees in 
Munich! 
 
I realise that I’m making some disgressions so will now try to concentrate on the dip event itself.  
 
The major difference concerned the scoring system. A couple of years ago was defined in France a scoring system called C-Diplo, aiming to fit with a 
FTF event, by definition played in a limited time (the ‚standard‘ diplo has no time limits and so only end with a draw when everybody agrees). This 



system is now widely used in a lot of major diplomacy countries, even if only used at 100% in France. To define it, let’s say that what is important is 
much more your final position than your SCs count. 
 
In the standard used in Canberra, your final result was, except in the unlikely case of a solo, your SC count, plus 1 point if you survived 5 years. This 
system was completely new for me, and I had to adapt. Obviously I adapted badly☺  
 

 
 
The Reservoir Frogs 
Phillipe Clavaud, Guillaume Vuillin, Cyrille Sevin, Yann Clouet, William Attia 
 
 
My feeling is that talking about a given scoring system is not important at all. You HAVE TO PLAY THE SYSTEM, and that’s all. With the australian one, 
you have to make strong alliances, and be really efficient, much more than trying to control the board. If you end with 10 SCs, you don’t care at all if 
someone has 15, it makes no differences for your score,... as long as he had not 18☺ 
 

 
 
Obviously having trouble finding allies: Dan Mathias, Brett Chaterton, Sean Phelan, David Currell, William Attia and Yann Clouet 



 
 
I was never able to find those allies, except in one game, where I allied with a french☺ ... which I haven’t ever met before by the way ... Anyway it was 
only my fault if I did badly on my games ... maybe also it was due to the fact that my name was written several times on the shield with the former 
winners ... maybe also I would have done better without a NMR at the first move in the team game☺ 
 
Anyway, what is important is that it was an occasion to meet a new (for me) hobby. For sure that most important, in a diplomacy event, is the socializing, 
rather than the game itself. On this point of view, it was a great event. As long as you like gaming, you had all the opportunities, with a perfect (strict like 
it has to be but friendly anyway) Gming and a good schedule. 
 
I think also that the way the DAANZ organised its ranking system is really interesting. Talking again about the scoring system, I thought that their system 
was hard, cause it was obviously an invitation to kill the weak players, rather than to balance the game –and top it- as our system is. And so it could 
mean than beginners would not be keen on coming back.... but I forgave the ranking system. It’s a really interesting one, which gives to ALL players a 
goal in a tournament. I would more say SEVERAL goals, which gives a great interest to all boards. It reminded me a discussion that we had with 
organisers in San Marino about their idea to attribute some ‘stars’ or decorations depending on the events. All in one, everything that can makes the 
game attracting is a good idea I think.  
 
I have only one regret, which is that I didn’t find the time to drink more VBs before leaving my worth dip tournament ever☺  
 
I met friendly new players and I hope to have the pleasure to come again. Or maybe it would be more tactical to let them come☺? 
 
Congratulations to the organisers and the New Champ. 
 
Cyrille Sevin,.... old glory" 
 
 
 
 

 
Some of the offenders. 
 
WDC2002. Round One. Game Thomastown. 
Written by: Rob Stephenson. 
 
 
Round one commenced on Friday the 29th of March and all the hard work had been done. I was not required to play the round and so I took my digital 
camera and began recording what looked to be the most exciting game (this was based on the players names in that game). The Game name was 
Thomastown (Ken's idea was to name each game after a suburb or country town we had to drive through to get from my place in East Doncaster all the 
way to Canberra).  
  
What follows is my view of the game and as always my view will differ from many others. It calls for a lot of assumption on my part and some knowledge. 
In making this story possible I would like to thank the Austrian, English, French, German, Italian, Russian and Turkish Naval and Ground forces who 
without their co-operation this story would not be possible. 
  
The players- Craig Sedgwick as Austria. Geoff Baker as England. Cyrille Sevin as France. Frank Meerbach as Germany. Greg Evans as Italy. Rohan 
Keane as Russia and Edi Birsan as Turkey. 
  
Ken calls "Play" and we are underway. The first photo shows a relaxed Edi Birsan (Turkey) leaning casually on a black 4WD just outside the conference 
room. Arms crossed he is in discussions with Craig Sedgwick (Austria) and it doesn't look like he is terribly convinced with what Craig is trying to say. As 



always the Turkish/Austrian alliance is a hard sell but it is usually the Austrian who looks worried. Craig is standing in a powerful and confident yet 
compassionate pose (as only Craig can) and continues on with the sell. Does Edi buy the line? Only time will tell. As we all know time is on the Turkish 
side (in most cases) and I think Edi is quite happy to see how things unfold. 
 

 
 
 
  
Edi and Craig wander off to start other negotiations and we find Frank Meerbach (Germany) with his legs crossed leaning against the same black 4WD 
trying to convince Greg Evans (Italy) what it is they can achieve together or at least what Greg can do for Frank. Greg is standing with his order pad in 
his left hand behind his back while his right hand is covering his face as he pinches the bridge of his nose and looks down and away from Frank like a 
man in deep thought ( I would say "an as yet to be convinced man in thought"). One can only speculate what they are talking about but most likely once 
they have decided to dismiss Frank's first thought of a suicidal attack by Italy on Austria (Greg is to smart for that one Frank) they are probably 
discussing where it is Venice is likely to find itself at the end of the spring turn. Not too many Germans are happy with the idea of a rogue Italian army 
sitting next to Munich at the start of the fall turn. 
  
 
 

 



 
We then find five of the players within 20 feet of each other. Rohan Keane as the Russian is talking to Greg Evans while Edi Birsan has sidled into the 
picture in an attempt to interrupt. Rohan seems more than happy for Edi to be there but Greg has once again adopted his stance. Leaning on a black 
4WD (I'm glad it wasn't my car) now he looks down and away from Edi and Rohan while scratching his nose with a pen. I think Greg wants the Turk to 
go away while he plans with the Russian how to take him apart. Only time will tell whether or not deals have been made and stuck to but for now Rohan 
and Edi look pretty chummy.  
 
 
 

 
 
In the background Geoff Baker as England has adopted his "superman" stance as he stands legs apart hands on hips in discussions with Frank 
Meerbach. Frank adopts his friendly open stance as they no doubt go through the rigmoral of working out who gets Belgium? Are we in an EFG? Will 
you hit France while I take on the Russian and other various plans. One of them will undoubtedly be true but can the two of them decide which plan to go 
with and can they co-ordinate it properly to exploit maximum use of their available units? 
  
 

 
 



It's just about now David Norman's sister screams out"DEAD LINE" (It sends shivers down my spine just typing the phrase and again each time I proof 
read this). She has a beautiful voice but for some reason her voice sounds like that of a jilted lover or ex-wife dragging you through the divorce courts. 
Like a "Siren" over  the waves you are drawn to her sweet sound yet you know it can end in disaster. Everyone takes a deep breath and the moves are 
read out. 
  
 
 
Austria has opened standard. Bounce in Gal and capturing of both Serbia and Albania (no need for Craig to show his hand yet) Turkey captures the 
Black sea but doesn't send an army to Armenia as he takes Bulgaria and Constantinople. Russia lets the Turk into the Black sea and moves Moscow to 
Ukraine. War bounces with Gal and his other fleet moves to GOB (Rohan knows the Turk will always get the Black Sea in the fall so perhaps he has 
tried to build some trust with Edi by letting him in during the Spring turn. It takes courage to do this as Edi can now stand him out of Rumania in the fall 
and he could have also gone to Armenia but he didn't so maybe Rohan has made a friend in the South). The Italian takes the Ionian and moves to 
Apulia. The Venice army winds up back in Venice. I don't recall if it bounced with someone but I hope for his sake this doesn't cause trouble with the 
Austrian (I personally don't like it when the Italian just hangs around in Venice. It has nothing else to do but go for Trieste eventually no matter how many 
times the Italians try to convince you and it is just this sort of niggling mistrust that sits in the back of my mind for the rest of the game). The English 
charge into the Channel and the North Sea while the army moves to Wales (look out France) but the Germans don't go to Burgundy or the Ruhr as they 
capture Denmark and move Berlin to Kiel. Munich also winds up still in Munich doing nothing (Again I don't like units that muck about and wind up in the 
same place. You never have enough units in a game of dip and it is tantamount to treason to waste them bouncing with each other. If it bounced with the 
Italian as a last resort fair enough but if it held what a waste). The French take the MAO and Paris moves to Gascony. Marseilles wound up in 
Marseilles. Again I don't know if it bounced but as a result of his moves he doesn't have a shot at Belgium either and the English must be laughing. Let's 
hope he knows what to do with two builds). 
  
 
 
 
So the English have shafted the French and maybe the Germans have too. (although I seriously doubt that Frank would have. I generally find Frank likes 
to play his cards close to his chest and I doubt he would have bounced in Burgundy in '01. It just isn't his style to take the risk early). The rest of the 
board looks as though all bounces were organised. The Turkish and the Russians look chummy and the Italians and the Austrians look like they can 
work together. So will Frank join in the attack on France if he hasn't already? Will Rohan stick with Edi or will he join the AI partnership? Or will we see 
some other turn of events. The clock continues to tick and the players run off to chat again. Cyrille seems to be coming to terms with the dead lines and 
only managed to forget to put his orders in the box once for the rest of the tournament (as Ken said "He's so good he didn't need to have orders"). 
  
Fall 01. Negotiations end and David's sister sings out "DEADLINE" (urghhh!) Edi as the Turk does nothing. He holds onto Bulgaria (He isn't going to 
make it easy for someone to justify an attack on him). Russia takes Rumania and is allowed into Sweden (Could they be any nicer to Rohan Keane of all 
people? No-one is giving him an excuse to attack but he will always pick someone eventually. Rohan is that guy who can just destroy countries before 
breakfast and laugh at their stupidity as he counts the spoils of victory. A very, very "dangerous" man as Ken would say). Frank charges into Burgundy 
and attempts to buy Russian love with the build in Denmark. Frank has joined Geoff in his attack on France but why wasn't he in burgundy in Spring 01? 
(as I said he may have bounced. I still doubt it though) No guts no glory as getting there now will only upset the French. They better be able to finish him 
off. There are times for the wait and see approach but Frank is now a turn behind the English attack and will have to work hard to catch up. Italy takes 
Tunis with the convoy and moves Venice to Piedmont. With Frank, Geoff and Greg attacking France it does look dim for the reigning World champion 
(can they keep the group together though?). England takes Norway with the fleet and lands the army in Belgium. This buys Russian trust and means 
there can be no French build of fleet Brest. If the English and French have set this up England is in a great position to do what he likes. The Russians 
went South and the Germans and French are busy with each other. England should have a great game and it is all in the builds. Cyrille takes Spain with 
the army and puts the fleet into Portugal, Gascony covers Brest but as I said he now can't build there (Cyrille must be thinking the Aussies just don't like 
him). Cool as a cucumber Craig wanders into Greece and holds Serbia. Another bounce with the Russian in Galicia keeps Rohan honest and probably 
helps to gain Rohan's respect (If Rohan doesn't respect you, you're dead it is as simple as that and normally before breakfast).  
  
So at this stage the English, Austrians and the Russians have the box seats (moving freely about gaining builds). Italy and Turkey are in for the long haul 
as always (The Italians have upset the French though and the Turks will be glad to see that). These two countries are very difficult to get rolling with 
early. The Germans have now made their attack on France and are committed while his back begins to look a bit exposed. The French are being hard 
pressed but if he can hold them off for a while he might not be the only one in a sandwich. 
  
The builds go on. Austria two armies (fine). Turkey fleet Smyrna (sensible). Russia two armies (fine). Germany two armies Kiel and Munich (ummm ok. 
Probably best. I guess he still doesn't want to antagonise the Russians but that back is still a bit open). Italy fleet Naples (no other choice really). France 
fleet Marseilles and army Paris (best he could do under the circumstances. It gives him a lot of flexibility having two fleets now and leaves room to 
negotiate his way out of this three man attack). England fleet Liverpool and fleet London (Pathetic.....I still can't believe he did that. He needs armies on 
the land and it would have been risky but if he trusted the Germans and the Russians I would have built 2 armies. It should have been at least one army. 
What a waste. He has the Channel for the convoy and no-one to convoy. Time will tell but the French may see some light at the end of the tunnel. This is 
where it all starts to go wrong for the English). 
  
Time for some fancy talking as we head off into Spring 1902. 
[before I go on can I say how much this PC is pissing me off. This is the 3rd time I have started this story and I am only up to Spring '02. O'well I guess I 
better keep going and saving more often:-)] 
  
Spring '02 
Well we know what the English were up to. With the two fleet builds and with one of them being in Liverpool they must attack France and they do. Don't 
seem to be in much of a hurry though as they manage to capture the Irish and the North Seas while the rest of the units hold their positions. That's right 
no purposeful co-ordination with the Germans to capture Picardy or Gascony. The Germans manage to capture the Ruhr but apart from that no other 
German unit advances on the French front (did I say this was going to be a slow attack?) The French have done very well indeed as by the end of the 
turn Cyrille has lost no more ground. He still holds Brest, Paris, Marseilles, Spain and Portugal (a great effort with three countries going after him). Better 
still the Italian moves away from Marseilles and goes to Tyrolia. At the same time as doing this he captures the Aegean Sea and follows with the Naples 
fleet into the Ionian Sea to threaten the Turk with possible convoys (It looks like the Italian doesn't want to fight the French at all and has turned his 
interest to Edi the Turk. Could the Italian just have suckered the Germans and English into an attack on the French so that he has a free hand to do as 
he pleases?). With the assault by the Italians on the Turks, Russia attacks Turkey as well. He captures Armenia with his fleet and moves everything 
South. Now Edi has two fronts to worry about. Craig as Austria hasn't moved and his men sit patiently in the same five territories they started in (he still 
hasn't started a fight and if he did anything to help like a support to capture the Aegean Sea it probably won't matter as he is the least of Edi's concerns. 
Edi must deal with the Russians and Italians surrounding his home centres). Turkey attempted to bounce the Italian in the East Med. but got it wrong 
and so instead of keeping the Italian away he now must come to terms with the fact that Bulgaria is gone for all money (again this depends on the ability 
of a 3 way alliance to stick together). 



  
And so ends Spring '02. A few feints, a few attacks and the game is beginning to heat up. 
 

  
 
 
 
Fall '02 
Well something had to happen. Someone had to do something unpredictable so we look to the English. Geoff captures the MAO and the North Sea 
follows into English Channel (Yes that was all. What the hell kind of attack is this on the reigning world champion? Kill the bastard quick or you'll regret it. 
I have visions of that great movie "The Holy Grail". Cyrille standing firm on his castle wall ordering his men to "Fetche Le Vos" Fetch the cow. If you don't 
understand this. Hire the movie at once). Obviously then you would think the Germans must have gained ground but with the Italian in Tyrolia the 
Germans are paralysed and not a single man moves ("Dig in lads and get the gas screams the German commander" General Meerbach. It's just like it 
was in WW1. How realistic is this game?). I couldn't believe it then and I wouldn't believe it now except for the fact that I am looking at the photos while I 
write this. Cyrille actually makes ground capturing Picardy with Paris and stopping any movement there. He moves fleet Marseilles to Spain and Spain to 
Gascony (He is positioning his men while the others muck around. It appears as though he conceives England to be the greatest threat and now has all 
of his men on that front. The only gap being exposed to the Germans in Marseilles. Maybe next turn the English and Germans will do some damage. 
They are slowly closing in and all is not lost). The Italian move to Tyrolia in the last turn appears to be another feint for this wandering army as it now 
turns and moves south to Venice (maybe he doesn't trust the Austrian or maybe he is setting up to convoy both armies to Turkey). He now captures the 
more orthodox East Med and sets up for the convoy to Syria while the Turk again guesses wrong and covers Smyrna. The Turk does well and holds the 
Black though and the Russian doesn't make any further head way. Ankara remains open and the only Russian unit to move is Moscow to Ukraine (It 
does hurt when they pick you and your men bounce while your ally advances and of course who should that ally be but Craig). He hasn't done much yet 
and just covers his home centres with the exception of Serbia which now captures Bulgaria off the Turk (He is cruising. Gaining ground turn by turn. 
Covering his home centres and not making too many enemies. A masterful game is being played here and of the three with the start in the first turn it 
appears as though Craig is doing it the easiest). 
  
So who got the builds? Russia none, Italy none, France none, England none, Germany none, Austria one and the Turk lost one (Magnificent dip that 
turn. Of the four countries who actively attacked each other none of them got a build. It was Craig who took advantage of the moves of others and did 
the simplest of attacks and it was Edi who paid the price. Bulgaria is liberated.). It is slow going down South but even slower in the North and if they don't 
sort things out someone will get caught on the hop very soon with their back exposed. 
 
 
 
  
Spring '03 arrives and Edi is talking hard and fast ( It is a shame for him that the English, French and Germans can't sort out their side of the board as he 
can't find a friend to help him and the EFG  players aren't doing anything to take his assailants away from him. It now appears as though the AIR is 
indeed going to wipe him out if they stick together. Edi's only hope is that they can't stay together. He is preying the alliance falls apart). So how tough is 
the AIR alliance? It is now when they start to look at each other. They know they have Turkey on the ropes and they know they have to finish him but 
they also know they have to look at each other and be ready when the void appears. Crunch time for the alliance and they respond well. Craig captures 
the Aegean leaving Greece vacant and he moves Vienna to Bohemia and Trieste to Budapest (He has moved in the interests of the alliance and must 
be a little bit nervous about being the man in the middle). The Russian moves Warsaw to Silesia but still can't gain anything off the Turk as Edi again 
holds onto Smyrna, Con and the Black Sea. He also moved Sweden to Norway though and the English may be starting to ask him why? Obviously 
Rohan doesn't trust Geoff and wanted to make sure that if Geoff shafted him and took St.P. he would lose nothing as he would take Norway off the 
English (The only problem with this is the seed of doubt just sewn in the English mind for the next turn. He was probably quite happy with the fact no-one 
was moving in Scandinavia and it might not be a good thing for the Russian to draw attention to the area. Especially with the English getting frustrated at 
the lack of momentum). The Italian unbelievably doesn't send the convoy to Turkey and moves back to Tyrolia from Venice. The army in Apulia which 
looked like it should have landed in Syria moves to Venice to back up the army moving to Tyrolia (This going back and forth is going to hurt him in the 
long run. You just can't keep changing your mind like this Greg. The best chance was to land the army in Turkey and consolidate a build or two down 
there. IMHO.). Cyrille on the other hand must have been ecstatic to have seen these moves as this must surely spell the end of the German invasion. 



His only problem is that the English and Germans finally guessed right and he lost Brest to an English fleet moving in from the Channel. All is not lost 
though as he really only has to worry about the English. The Germans may in desperation decide to go for Marseilles next turn but he can afford to cover 
that.  
So now it is the German on the blocks with the Turkish. If the AIR sticks together they are both stuffed and it remains to be seen whether or not the 
English can now finish off the French alone before the AIR alliance gets there. While the French see a glimmer of hope. Can Cyrille hold the English off 
long enough to mount a defence against the Italians if they come back?  
  
Fall '03 and the heat is really on. 
The English and Germans are in it together. It is now also an AIR while both France and Turkey fend for themselves. The problem for the EG alliance 
though is they are too busy to do anything but continue the fight on France. The best they can muster is maybe an English fleet miles from the front and 
army Munich. The AIR alliance has about seven units to spare with three or four of them at the front within a turn if they work together and charge full 
steam ahead at the EG alliance. The mistrust by the move to Norway in the last turn by the Russians again repeats itself. The Russian moves to Norway 
again. This time the English and Germans are ready though and the English take St.P. with the fleet while the Germans take Sweden with fleet 
Denmark. On the land though the AIR fairs much better. The Russians bounce the Germans in Berlin and the AI combined attack on Munich sees it fall 
to the Italian. With the move by the German army in Holland to Kiel, Munich has no retreat and is removed from the board. Frank gambled on the French 
leaving Burgundy alone and it was this unit supporting the Ruhr to Munich move that would have left his army Munich "beleaguered" ( A bad gamble as 
it turned out for the French cut Burgundy as surely they must. The attack on France was too slow and Frank could not see that his best chance was to 
try and patch things up and get the EFG working as one. Of course this would have required Geoff Baker handing back Brest [I would imagine] and I 
doubt that Geoff would have done this after all this hard work to capture it).  
So the only English unit to move is the fleet to capture ST.P. The French cover Marseilles with fleet Spain while the armies hold their ground. The 
Germans lose an army and Munich falls. The Italians capture Munich and follow with the other army into Tyrolia to help and insure that they hold Munich. 
At the other end of the Italian lines Greg outguesses Edi as he moves fleet Smyrna to Syria in the hope of bouncing the Italian fleets back. Alas he 
captures Syria and the Italian sails into Smyrna unsupported. The Russians again get out guessed by Edi though and the Ukrainian army moves to 
Warsaw (It would have been better off in Moscow so that he could have gotten ST.P back but I guess he was hoping to take Berlin and that the English 
might have left him alone. Turkey is now crippled and at best he can hope to hold only one centre next turn. The AIR has stuck firm until now and is on 
its way. All units not required in Turkey are heading to the fight up North except Austrian army Trieste and Serbia which just hold (Craig is setting himself 
and is ready to go either way). 
  
The builds and Disbands go on. Italy with his stunning work in Turkey and Germany builds a fleet in Rome and an army in Venice. The Austrian builds 
an army in Bud. (ouch! this is poised to strike as well. I am glad Rohan is the Russian and not me). The Turks remove fleet Syria (fair enough). The 
Russians who lost ST.P. and Sweden gained only Norway and so Rohan removes army Sevastopol (boy it is looking empty in Russia all of a sudden). 
The English got a build and builds fleet Edi (Obviously he is worried about the Russian fleet in Norway but he is never going to get onto the land. He has 
six units and only one army. Oh! Geoff what a waste). The French have finally lost a man and Cyrille decides the best way to hold what he has is to let 
fleet Spain disband (a tough choice but probably the right one. The Italians are on the way with a fleet now in the Tyrrhenian Sea and another in Rome 
so little can be gained by keeping two French fleets against three English and Two Italian fleets. It looks as though his best bet my be to try and fight for 
survival by getting himself stuck in the middle of the two aggressors while trying to hold his own). The Germans having lost Munich picked up Sweden 
and as a result they get to build army Berlin to replace the Army destroyed in Munich and the thin black line looks just a bit thicker. 
  
So we move on into Spring '04. What new deals have been made I wonder? 
As far as the AIR alliance goes it is pretty simple for the Austrians and Italians. Craig's fleet captures Constantinople of the Turks and the Smyrna fleet 
helps out. The rest of the Italians charge at the French again. He captures Piedmont, West med and the Tyrr Sea. The rest of the Austrian men just sit 
around watching and supporting (they are waiting to see how Rohan fairs). Rohan the Russian takes Ankara off the Turk but only because the Turk left. 
Edi convoyed Con to Sev thinking that his best chance of survival is to get to Moscow (I guess). Rohan persists with his attack on Germany and moves 
War to Pruss thus giving up on Sev and Moscow. He should have finished off the Turk properly but he has blundered and his game is going to pieces. 
Now the Turkish army is free to roam around in the back of his lines creating havoc. He also moved fleet Norway to Skagg to increase the pressure on 
the Germans. The French again pulled off some excellent diplomacy. He should have been gone for all money with the pressure he has been under but 
he cuts a deal with the English and the Germans now and they agree to back off. The English fleets leave. Brest to MAO, Irish to NAO, MAO to Nth 
Africa and Edi hold (why? I will never know I guess he didn't want to put pressure on the Germans and Frank may have even asked him not to go to the 
North Sea but it was a gutsy gamble as Rohan could have walked straight in or at worst been bounced back and then forced to retreat to Skag where he 
wanted to go anyway. It is only Rohan's poor moves that saved Geoff's poor moves here. No offence fellas remember it is just an opinion and I could be 
wrong). The French trusted the English and Germans here and so he shuffled his troops around to wind up with armies in Paris, Gascony and Marseilles 
while his fleet in Spain faces the Italian threat. It appears as though the EFG have fixed their problems to ward off the AIR but the AIR have the jump on 
them. Can both three way alliances stick together or will someone start to get greedy? 
  
Fall '04 arrives and the second test of wills begins. The Russians have to deal with this wandering Turkish army at some point and the two groups of 
three must decide whether or not they can work together for the long term. Again Edi is on his own. As I wandered outside the first photo I took was of 
Greg and Rohan having a chat out in the sunshine (just past the black 4wd). Craig is just about to leave after putting in his two cents worth. All three 
players have their pads poised for writing especially Rohan who with a big smile on his face has obviously cracked. He must be wondering what went 
wrong with his great start. He looks as though he is saying to Craig "Yeah mate! Are you sure that is what you want my men to do? Whatever you want 
is fine by me nothing I am doing is working, Bloody Edi". Greg is just casually standing there watching on and looking fairly comfortable with the whole 
situation (the two builds in the last turn and the end of a Turkish threat to him makes his life a heck of a lot easier). Craig also has that easy swagger 
about him. He is under threat from nothing. The Turkish fleet in the Black sea is perfect for him as it gives him the excuse to keep his men down South 
where he wants them......ready to strike. 
I turn around and take a photo of the board from the door and who is there? Geoff is sitting on the right of the board looking around at the clock or 
something while Edi stands in deep thought arms crossed studying the board and offering advice to Frank, Cyrille and Geoff (probably his best bet is to 
take turn hand brake off in the black 4wd and push it right over the top of the board). It appears as though these three (EFG) guys intend on sticking 
together and Edi is happy to give them all of the advice he can especially if they can help him to survive. At this point the game is in serious danger of 
stalling. Unless someone does something to break up these two three way alliances we could have a very big draw on our hands. 
It's Craig who moves. He attacks his loyal servant and ally Rohan and takes Rumania off him while moving into Galicia from Budapest at the same time. 
This leaves Rohan with a retreat to Budapest (which he does) and Craig's one centre stab is for nothing ( If Edi had an award for biggest stuff up I think 
Craig just put himself in the running for it). The Turk held his ground and owns Sev but this means a disband. Russia goes for Berlin and Denmark and 
gets them both while Cyrille takes back Burgundy and sets himself for defence. The German doesn't trust the English and falls back to cover Holland 
with Ruhr and moves Burgundy into the Ruhr. This cost him Denmark and Berlin and results in one of his armies being blown up and I can't even begin 
to work out what he was thinking here ( I guess the pressure was just too much for him and the fear of a stab caused him to run for what he thought was 
the safest position). The English as it turned out could be trusted and he works with the French to capture the West Med. He also follows up with NAO to 
MAO and his fleet Edi captures the North Sea. It think the Italians are a little worried as well as he really could use the extra fleet in Smyrna back at 
home but he didn't move it and as a result of the attack on the West Med he winds up with fleet GOL and fleet Tyrr Sea leaving the English with two 
fleets on Tunis. With the English and the French working together well he could be in some trouble. 
The builds and disbands. 



Austria army Vienna. Russia army Moscow. Turkey disband fleet Black Sea. Germany, England, Italy and France no change. 
Spring '05 and the English, French and Germans stick together. The English take Tunis off the Italians and sail fleet MAO to West Med. The English also 
finally convoy army Belgium over to Norway while the Germans cover Sweden and support like crazy on the land. It appears as though the EFG is 
sorted and the AIR is not. The Italians have no choice and move Smyrna back to the Aegean. His armies hold onto the land positions but the Ionian 
must be covered before an English fleet sails all the way through. The Austrians don't move Trieste again and capture Budapest back but this may have 
been agreed as the Russian could have gone to Vienna. The Austrian also moved from Gal to Silesia and appears to be up there to support the line. 
Maybe they sorted out their differences after last turns stabs and maybe not (I sense mistrust). They are still in a good position if they can get rid of Edi's 
last army (now in Ukraine) before the English one gets there to help it live. It could be once again three way against three way. 
  
Fall '05.  
The EFG serges forward again. The English capture the Tyrrhenian Sea this turn and force the Italians to retreat to Rome. They also slide army Norway 
into St.P and move the fleet back to the Barents. The Germans capture Denmark with English help and the Russian fleet falls back to Heligoland Bight. 
All is well with the EFG except for the French who take back Brest. This is most probably organised though as Geoff has captured Tunis and with the 
move by army Burgundy to Marseilles the Frenchman is leaving Belgium open to a supported attack from EG if they are annoyed with the Brest move. 
The rest of the German units hold their land and it appears as though the EFG is sound for the moment. The Turk on his lonesome captures Moscow 
and is probably madly talking to the Englishmen about continued support to insure his survival (I don't think he will get any sympathy from Russia). 
The AIR also seems to be sticking fairly well although there is no doubt the Russians and the Austrians could have forced the Turk out of Ukraine and 
captured Warsaw  and thus insuring that the Turk would have been dead (Unfortunately they just don't seem to trust each other all the way and it will 
cost them Moscow for the time being. Not that this is going to bother Craig. He isn't about to solve Rohan's problems for him). The Austrian pushes into 
Ukraine while Galicia holds to stop the Turk wandering off there. Craig is helping his Russian ally in Rohan but at the same time he is still in position to 
attack Rohan and take advantage of the situation if the opportunity presents itself. Craig's Austrian fleet pulls out of Constantinople and heads into the 
Aegean to no doubt support the Italian fleet which moves from Aegean into Ionian. Of course with the fall of the Tyrrhenian to the English he may find 
himself in the Ionian next turn but I doubt very much that he would be upset by that result (again this will position his fleet to do damage to the Italian if 
that opportunity arises. This is a nice position but Italy should be safe due to the fact that Craig only has one fleet. My advice : "Look out for a second 
fleet Greg"). 
  
Fall '05 ends and we see Craig has another build moving him to eight units. Rohan is really off his game and should have pushed hard to own 
Constantinople or something of the sort. He has lost two centres and is forced to remove fleet Ankara and army Prussia (Turkey is now unprotected and 
his gains in Germany depend heavily on his allies. He has just let himself be destroyed. This is a bit of a trait with Rohan these days. I hate to say it Roh 
but "You're going soft" Ouch! That's going to hurt me. Last time I told Rohan that he got an 18 and one the next tournament while destroying my country. 
Just a bit of inspiration for you Roh). The Italian also didn't do to well that turn and is forced to remove army Piedmont (leaving a rather inviting gap for 
the EFG allies). England drops one and removes Barents by losing Brest and Belgium to the French (what a waste of time his game is turning into. All 
that effort to get the French and then just as he is making progress he gives it all back) Cyrille must be over the moon to still be in this game and now 
gets a build (A Paris is his only option). Through some sort of muck up the English are taking a fleet off while the French and the Germans have a build 
each they cannot put on the board due to the fact none of their other home centres are free for a build (I don't know what happened there but Geoff 
shouldn't have let them get away with that and to be honest I don't think Cyrille should have taken the build without being able to build a fleet in 
Marseilles against the Italian). 
Things could get interesting again for the EFG end of the world. Craig would dearly love to see Cyrille keep the English honest giving him a free hand to 
do whatever he feels like against the Italians and Russians and surely Geoff is going to react to the fact he is going backwards. 
  
Spring '06. 
It's crunch time again and someone is due for a stabbing. Craig again waits (his men have time on their side and he just watches the way everyone else 
moves this turn). It appears Geoff has had enough and he works well with Frank to eliminate the Heligoland fleet while at the same time taking Norway 
off Frank with army St.P. (He isn't too interested in staying in St.P. to help Edi hold out in Moscow). He also tries another reversal and winds up in the 
MAO threatening Portugal and in North Africa (protecting Tunis but no longer threatening the Italian). Meanwhile the French fleet has taken West Med 
and he hasn't moved on the Italians by going to Piedmont. It appears as though we now have an FI forming to protect themselves while Geoff is trying to 
form an EI to stuff up the French again. Greg captures the Tyrrhenian back from the English and must again be breathing a huge sigh of relief as he 
sees Geoff's units change their mind and leave. The Russians capture Warsaw from Galicia. The French army in Paris takes Burgundy and army Brest 
moves to Gascony. The wash up means very little moved on the land and those that did didn't do anything spectacular (Cyrille may have been 
disappointed he didn't send Marseilles to Spain though as he now can't cover Portugal from an Englishman who is just going wherever he feels like). 
  
Fall '06 arrives and the EFG treaty is torn to shreds. Geoff sails into the English Channel and takes Portugal off the French. He tries to cut a deal with 
the Italians to hold Tunis but the Italians take it off him anyway and destroy his fleet in the process (back to 3 fleets from a peak of 5 and again back 
fighting with the French). The Italians aided the French and vice versa that turn by leaving each other alone and it looks like they can depend on each 
other but poor Greg has just been shafted by Craig who takes Venice with army Trieste, Smyrna with fleet Aegean (that's 2 off the Italian) and Warsaw 
from the Russians with Silesia. Craig also moved Budapest to Serbia to cover the reaction from the Italian next turn. Craig is off stabbing again (only this 
time he has got it right). Rohan kicks the Turk out of Moscow but with the destruction of his Northern fleet and the loss of Warsaw he won't be able to 
build anyway (A damn good try to get back into the game again but not to be). He is hanging onto Berlin just and Sevastopol only because Craig just 
doesn't have the men to take it off him (yet). Edi is given a bit of a lifeline and retreats to St.P thanks to the English leaving to get Norway (this is about 
the safest place Edi could be for the moment). Frank moved Heligoland back to Denmark and has his sights set on Berlin next year. Where in for some 
movement next turn as the AIR is dead (thanks to Craig) and the EFG is dead also. The new alliances in this very fluid game as we head into '07 appear 
to be FI, EG, AR? and T (although Edi may have just joined the EG and the R is only with A until the point when Craig can afford to kill him. I think). 
  
Builds and disbands are interesting. Austria decides it is time to start up a navy and builds a fleet and two armies. The Russians, Turks, Germans and 
French don't change, the English build a fleet again (where's the army Geoff?) in London and the Italians disband Munich. 
  
Spring '07 and Craig's units move like a balloon expanding in all directions. The wash-up sees him continue the fight on the Italians while positioning 
himself against both the Russian and German fronts. He is by the end of the turn in the Adr, Aeg, Gree, Rum, Ukr, War, Sil, Boh, Tyl, Tri and Rome. 
Poor old Rohan is looking at a dog's breakfast. He moves into Livonia and holds with the other two. All he can hope for is a merciful Craig. Edi holds 
onto St.P for grim death and survival where it shouldn't have been. Franks single-minded determination sees him sail into the Baltic on his way to Berlin. 
Geoff is definitely with the Germans and takes Wales (why I will never know. I guess the fleet has a plan. I would have thought he could have worked out 
the value of building and landing an army with German support by now but apparently not). He takes the MAO with Nth. Africa and the pressure is off 
Tunis. The most exciting moves were by the newly formed FI alliance. These two have decided to work together no matter what the cost and their tactic 
seems to be let's try and hold our own land first. The Italian having disbanded in Munich simply gives up on it and his Tyrolian army walks freely into 
Venice. He allowed the Austrian to take Rome and convoys French army Spain into Tuscany via French fleet West Med and the Italian fleet Tyrrhenian 
Sea. The Ionian sails into Albania and Tunis to the Ionian. The gamble worked here as the English left and the Italians can concentrate to the one front 
now. Brest moves to Gascony obviously to help cover Spain if need be but the bickering between the Germans and the French sees none of them go to 
Munich. Craig must have been loving it. Watching the four of them dance around like fools while he just continues to build. France, Italy and Germany 
should be working together. 



  
Fall '07 and Craig continues his cool methodical destruction of Rohan and Greg. The balloon widens to take Sevastopol. He also takes back Venice 
(Italian army Venice retreats to Apulia) with the Roman army deciding it is best to link up with the rest of his units. The Ionian falls to his mighty fleet 
moving in from the Aegean. The Italian takes back Rome from Tyrrhenian and parks his fleet Ionian in Naples (Greg went on the defence a little too 
quick here I think. He had the fleets to out number Craig but for some reason chose to leave Turkey and go after his homeland. A good look at the board 
last turn would have shown him that Craig was very thin indeed down in Turkey and Italy and he may have been better advised to have exploited his 
fleet superiority rather than moving to useless provinces like Albania. We all do funny things though when the armies start marching into our home 
centres and obviously he had to worry about Austrian convoys in the next turn. Either way it was going to be a guess and he made his choice last turn. 
Now he just has to try and survive). I can't believe what I see when I look at the next photo. Geoff now has Spain if he wants it but all he does is move 
fleet Wales to English Channel and all of the other fleets hold. He allows the French to sail unsupported back into Spain and the only thing I can think of 
is that Cyrille must have convinced him that the Austrians would get through if he took Spain (It must have been a masterful piece of diplomacy or close 
to Geoff's biggest blunder of the game). Even without the armies he should have had landing by now he could have taken land off the French this turn 
that he could hold and yet his units just sit there. The more I look at it the more I can't believe what I see. Why build the fleets? Move them up to threaten 
the French and then just when you have them where you want them, stop. I guess I will never know. :-) Unfortunately I can't recall what happened in 
Munich this turn and to say anything else would only be speculation (Just like the rest of this article. I can say though it remains empty at the end of the 
turn). The Germans did manage to take Berlin off the Russians and the Russians wind up with armies in Lvn, Mos and Pruss (Foolish but there it is. I 
guess Rohan just didn't want to play anymore. As I said the possibilities in Turkey were there for the Italian and they are also there for the Russian. He 
could have just walked into Armenia to protect Ank which he still owns or better still taken Smyrna or worked with the Italian but both of them let Craig 
have it far too easy by continuing the way they did). By the end of the turn the Turks still hold onto St.P. and the French, German and Austrian units sit 
next Munich (a very strange DMZ). The Russians are looking really stuffed as the balloon continues to expand unopposed and the English are just 
procrastinating. 
Russia disbands army Prussia. Germany builds army Kiel (well done Frank but I think it is a bit late in the game to begin the expansion that will win it 
from here. Still good work and keep fighting on). Austria builds army Vienna. The French, Turkish, English and Italians remain the same. 
  
Spring '08.  
I'll start with Geoff 'cause I have no clue what he is trying to do (I just can't get his motivation. Maybe that's it. Maybe he is trying to remain totally 
unpredictable?). He takes Spain off Cyrille and moves MAO to Nth.Af. (going back the other way again I guess). Irish sea moves to NAO while the 
Channel and Norway both hold (Don't really no why the Irish Sea is going to NAO and only time will tell if he has a plan for it or not). Frank gets back into 
Munich and is on the march again. Cyrille follows into the now vacant Ruhr from Belgium and it almost appears as though the EFG is back together 
again (except for the English fleet that just went into Spain that is). Cyrille's fleet Spain moved out to West Med though and could be on its way to Tunis 
with some major luck and support from the English now in Nth.Af. Rohan and Edi both have nothing left to do other than to hold on and hope. Greg 
consolidates his position by taking back the Ionian, the Tyrrhenian and putting the army into Rome but he won't have these four units after the fall of 
Munich and the pressure is back on him and the French again. Craig moves in for the kill by moving Sevastopol into Armenia to take Ankara in the fall. 
Ukraine follows into Sev while Warsaw holds. It is difficult for him to advance into Germany or further into Russia and he has probably decided it is a lot 
more profitable to head for the easier builds in Turkey and Italy. As a result of this he moves into Piedmont and kicks the Italian fleet out of Albania. He 
could have blown it up but he allows it to get back to the Ionian (a mistake in my mind. We are at that point though of shorter deadlines and more men to 
move so you can't blame him too much for it). His units final positions at the end of that turn are: Arm, Sev, War, Sil, Boh, Tyl, Pie, Ven, Adr, Alb, Gree 
and Aeg. 
  
Fall '08. 
The EFG (and maybe Turkey and Italy as well) is back on track as Geoff DMZ's the Channel and MAO. He holds fleet NAO. He also sails out of Spain 
and into the GOL allowing ownership to stay in French hands (what an ally). Cyrille takes the Tyrrhenian, moves Brest to Gascony and Burgundy to 
Marseilles showing trust in his allies not to take Belgium or Brest off him. Frank goes on the offensive and convoys to Livonia. The rest of the German 
units are smarter though and aren't interested in straying to far from home even if they could and they just hold their ground in case Craig does attack. 
Greg puts a fleet into Tunis and successfully holds onto Rome and Naples. Craig takes Moscow and Ankara and Rohan is dead. His units everywhere 
else don't move except for a convoy of Albania to Apulia (he wants more in Italy). 
It's now Craig against the rest and his twelve men are making headway. It is funny the way that can happen in this game. He is outnumbered by the 
other five remaining players but it is him doing the pushing for now. He must lose ground. Theoretically it is not possible for him to stop the other twenty 
two units on the board but as always the alliance that is stopping him is made up of five people all with their own thoughts on the best way to do things 
(mostly people tend to look at their own position and not the position of the alliance). Fall ends and Italy disbands a fleet. Austria builds armies in both 
Vienna and Budapest ( I thought one of these should have been a fleet. The third Austrian fleet on the board is a frightening thing for the rest of the 
world but it wasn't to be). Frank has a build but again he can't put it on because his units are all sitting on his home centres. No builds for England, 
Turkey, Italy and France.  
Spring '09 and Craig is now on 14. He surveys the board and realises he shouldn't be able to go any further. He probably could have as the way these 
guys have played would lead you to believe that they couldn't possibly stick together and hold the alliance. We of course will never know as the 
remaining players agreed to a draw at this point.  
The final centre count: Craig 14, Geoff 5, Frank 6, Cyrille 5, Greg 3, Edi 1 and Rohan eliminated in Fall 1908. 
  
  
Historical note: All of the names directly relate to the people in question. None of the details were changed. Although I did make a few guesses here and 
there:-) No animals were injured in the making of this document although the black 4WD does need a cut and polish. 
  
POST MORTEM. 
I don't know whether I should comment directly on the people and the way they played this game but I will anyway in an attempt to help them with their 
play by offering constructive criticism. These will be very general and you can take or leave them. Argue with or support them or even discuss them with 
me at a later date if you like but they are just that observations from a different point of view. The post mortem of a game always reveals one thing to me. 
All seven players see the game differently. Even at the end after the draw is called and they have all agreed to it they still will have differing views as to 
what was going to happen next. None of them will be right as the game is just to fluid. One or two of them may guess close to what the outcome would 
be but even the guy on fourteen who is aiming for just four more centres will make assumptions about where his men will move to and where he will be 
in a turn or two and he will nine times out of ten be wrong due to the fact the others in the game just aren't that co-operative. 
  
So player by player.  
Craig Sedgwick is without a doubt one of Australia's best players. I have played many games with him in the past and he has got to be one of the 
coolest players around. Others may seem cool while they play but most of them have no idea what is actually going on around the board. Craig can play 
and when he is at his best there are none better. His fourteen in round one was a great result and it is only with hindsight that I could now write 
something to fault his game. At the end of round one Craig was in first place with Geoff Kerr and Manus Hand slightly behind him. This result was the top 
score of the round. Craig went on to finish fifth with three excellent results of sixteen, fifteen and eleven points. His other result of a one was at the hands 
of Cyrille in round two.  
  



Geoff Baker has a lot to learn (sorry Geoff it's not as harsh as it sounds). He is a very skilled negotiator who can pull off some wonderful diplomacy but 
his actual movement of pieces and choices of builds is lacking (sorry again). A top bloke who helped out making phone calls and collecting information 
for WDC as well as finding the venue. It would be great if there were more like him in the hobby. He is on a learning curve as we all are and if he had the 
time off to commit to the hobby that unfortunately his work will not allow him to do he would be a very deadly adversary in a very short time. (Thanks for 
your help Geoff. Unfortunately he left the tournament after this game and I have not heard from him since. If anyone knows what happened to him let me 
know will you? Ken and I were both worried something bad may have happened to him and I hope everything is alright.) Geoff as I said left after round 
one and finished in 48th place with one result of seven. 
  
Cyrille Sevin is a wonderful bloke. I only met him when he came over for World dipcon to our shores and I am so glad he did. A wonderfully happy 
always smiling attitude has obviously got to be one of his greatest assets. He played this game to perfection. Sometimes there is just nothing you can 
do. Attacked on all fronts at differing times throughout the game all he could do was diplome and defend. He did it beautifully and did very well to walk 
away from this board with a five. Although I didn't get to play dip with him on the weekend I did play one or two other games with him and you can see 
that he has the competitive edge that has driven him to great results throughout his career. 
Cyrille finished in equal 22nd place with one good result and one excellent result. In round two he scored seventeen points. Due to the weighting of 
eighteen centre victories if he could have picked up the eighteen here he would have won the tournament by one point. 
  
Frank Meerbach is also a very good player and the sooner he realises it the better off he will be. An extremely capable man who can see all of the 
tactics and moves that need to be done on the board makes him a very annoying and dangerous enemy who is very tough to kill and a frustrating ally 
who just to often takes the safe path. The one thing I have always thought about Frank is that he needs to have faith in himself. He needs to take the 
step and lead an assault, take on the enemy and put his defensives skills to their ultimate test. They say the best form of defence is attack and I believe 
Frank should give it a go at a tournament and see if he can't surprise himself and everyone else. Don't be content to sit in the middle of the herd unless 
you are there to rip the herd apart. He so often finds himself in these alliances stopping a major power from sweeping the board as he did in this game 
and it is a credit to his skill that he walked away form this game with a six when he had lost both Berlin and Munich. It is also his style however that gets 
him into the position of being on the back foot by not taking a chance or two. Frank finished in 24th place one point behind Cyrille with three good to 
average games under his belt of eleven, eight and six points. In all three of his games he survived they were six way draws. 
  
Greg Evans is going to be one of Australia's great players in the future. Just how great will depend on his commitment and his ability to learn. I have 
played a couple of games with him and he understands more than he lets on. When he gets the confidence to take command of a situation and starts to 
walk around the board like he owns it look out. In this game as Italy he was caught in the middle of three truly great players of this game (possibly the 
hardest position of the tournament). Sandwiched between one of the French, Australian and American great players he managed to walk away with a 
survival and three centres. A truly great effort that I would be proud of. He may have made a mistake or two along the way but who doesn't. I hope that 
Greg is around for a long time to come because while he plays others will as well. A genuinely great bloke who can rip you to pieces and still get you to 
buy him a beer after the game. 
He finished in thirteenth place with sixteen, eleven, five and four points in his four games. An excellent result for a fairly new player and very consistent 
results as well. 
  
Rohan Keane started attending tournaments a few years ago and had no idea what diplomacy was. His results are great but his style is his own. I have 
always said that "War is the last true form of diplomacy" (my very own personal quote) whereas Rohan has never really bothered with the diplomacy bit. 
He has basically shown up to tournaments to play war. He sees the negotiation period as a time for reconnaissance and misdirection. Wandering from 
super power to super power spreading the most unbelievable lies and creating fear and mistrust from thin air he is truly in his element and possibly the 
best there is at it. Unfortunately his rumours have a tendency to come back to haunt him. When allying with him you may have nothing to worry about 
and everything may be going along just fine but he is so convincing that every now and again a good Samaritan will unwittingly cause mistrust in 
Rohan's alliances by letting on about something Rohan has told them. His reputation as a man who has no conscience doesn't help here and it is right to 
worry about Rohan when he is your ally. He is no fool though and will not start a war he can't win. He will sit on a board for however long it takes and 
wait for his chance. He knows people in Diplomacy make mistakes and as soon as he senses blood in the water look out. He is supremely confident of 
his skills and has a right to be when on top of his game. Lucky for us he is in a bit of a slump. He currently needs about five points to become a Master of 
the Australian hobby and when he gets them be ready to have a drink with him. 
Rohan finished in thirty-seventh place with his best score being nine points. He was unfortunate enough to be in the game with me when I got the 
eighteen to halve his then best game of the tournament. This resulted in him losing about seven or eight places.  
  
That leaves us with Edi Birsan. He needs no tips. He is a fantastic player and a wonderful man who commits time, money and energy into a hobby he 
loves. I believe he is one of only two players to have played tournament Diplomacy on four different continents and without his efforts our hobby would 
be a lot smaller and isolated. His rankings on the Diplomatic Pouch (Currently 7th in the World. This is low for him.) and his efforts with the many other 
diplomatic groups throughout the world do not do justice to his wisdom, knowledge and skill as a player and a man. If we had more like Edi this hobby 
would be on Foxtel and none of us would have to work for a living. Unfortunately for Edi he is in that position of no matter where he goes or plays people 
know him and this makes his life as a player hard. He doesn't seem to care though. An easy going guy who it has been my pleasure to meet. 
He finished in eighteenth one point off equal fifteenth with four survivals. This game was to be his lowest result with just the three points. His other 
results were fifteen, nine and six.  
  
Rob Stephenson. 
 

Grant Steel 
 
I must warn you that my eloquence is no where near as good on the email as it is in the games that I have just taken part in. Nor is it as good as some of 
the reviews of the Tournaments I have read around the place. But, I thought that after my success of the past weekend as well as the best time I have 
had for quite a while I should give one a go anyway. Before I start on my wild and boring review I would like to thank some 
people first as you may not get to the end of this and I would hate to see their recognition go unread. To Rob, Well done mate! On all levels.  Thanks for 
organising such a fantastic tournament.  And also congratulations on your success.  To Ken, Thanks for running the tournament so smoothly and without 
any major hitch. I think that if there are any of those solo medals hanging around, you should be first on the list for receiving one, as the time that you put 
in, along with Rob, was the major factor in making everyone leave with such 
positive memories (apart from those that can't remember Friday and Saturdaynights). 
 
To the GM's Dugal and David, Cheers :)  It was excellent to have GM's on the spot at all times able to make quick and correct decisions without causing 
a fuss. And also to the venue for putting up with a drunken group of boardgammers keen to drink all night and then play all day.  And the breakfasts 
were fantastic !! 
 
On to my review 
I left for Canberra on Thursday morning.  On the 5.25 flight out of Auckland going to Sydney then on to Canberra.  I was so worried that I would sleep 
and miss my flight that I had stayed up all night and had got my second wind by the time I got to the airport. I had a connection who worked for Air New 



Zealand (my lovely mother) and so I was able to check in quickly and also lucky to upgrade to Business Class.  We went into the bowels of the Airport 
and had a quick cup of free coffee (a free cup - unknown of at the airport). 
Through the metal detectors, where I had to take off the steel capped shoes (I knew I should have changed those socks) before I jumped on the plane 
and had my obligatory 5am glass of champagne.  Then we waited while the rest of the plane boarded.  I glanced through the selection of in flight movies 
(had seen them all) before deciding that a bit of a nap was in order.  That never happened and I end up watching 4 movies at the same time. 
The flight was uneventful and I arrived in Sydney and transferred though to the domestic terminal.  More shoe removing and then on to the small biplane 
that would take me to the capital of Australia.  It was raining in Sydney and so we were bussed the 20 metres to the plane. More uneventful flying and 
then down in to Canberra.  The day there a littlebetter and as we flew to our destination I could see this new highway with lots of exits going to dirt 
roads.  Ah, I thought the same as NZ.  Build a road when you have the money, but it doesn't matter where it goes (I find out later that it ends at Sydney).  
As we descend I see a little outcropping with a building and a gas station.  I think to myself, imagine if that is our venue.. 
 
I have organised a pickup and the jack of all trades Roland is there to pick me up.  Standing there with a board with my man on I wander up and say hi. I 
need at cigarette as I haven't had one for about 8 hours so whilst he picks up the van I light up.  As we drive off into the countryside I inquire about the 
building set into the hill and he says everyone asks about it.  It is some sort of defense bunker (looks more like a set from Thunderbirds). 
 
We jump onto the motorway and head away from the city.  Soon we have left ACT altogether and have entered NSW and I see the same gas station 
and outcropping and realise that I had indeed seen the venue before as I was flying over... I check in and spend the next half hour finding my room, a 
maze of buildingswith Australian signs makes it difficult to find my lodgings and when I do finally get there I realise that I am in one of the closet buildings 
and that there is a much easier way to get there.  I try to ring home to say that I am safe but find out that there is limited cellphone coverage. Oh 
well, at least that means they can't ring me as well..... Into the game room and I introduce myself to Rob and Ken, who are setting up the room and I help 
with a bit of stuff.  I consider a sleep but people start arriving so the change never really arises.  I settle for a shower and then a beer.  Will Black from NZ 
arrives with Sean Colman and I see the 
shock on his face when he sees me.  "What are you doing here", he asks. "Playing Diplomacy", I reply.  I had forgot to let him know that I was coming. 
"Good", he counters. "We now have enough for a NZ team". It was a bit disappointing to see that there were only 5 people from New Zealand.  I was 
expecting to see a lot more travel across the ditch to play in this particular tournament.  Especially considering the magnitude of the event.  I understand 
that we have more people going to the normal events. 
Lets try to work on that guys :)  As there were only 5 Kiwis there I thought that I would be happy to be on the teams event, scrapping the bottom of the 
barrel and such but anyway I am always honoured to represent my country. I registered and handed over my cash.  Rounds 1, 3, 4 (team round) and 6.  
I had spent a little bit of time on my decision.  I wanted to make sure that I could have a sleep in at least one morning. We then ended up wandering into 
the town centre for a pizza and some beers..  Back to the hotel early and in bed asleep by 10.00, which was a good plan in the end as I hear that one 
person Brian Sheldon spent most of the first few years of Round 1 in the toilet. Still he got a 9 center Turkey, but I think that Manus may have helped him 
a bit with that. I understand that I am both a heavy sleeper and a light snorer.  Poor Dominic Stevens got the bunk above me and told me the next 
morning that he spent most of the night bashing me with his pillow.  I think that he was really trying to put me off the first round. 
 

 
 
Dugal Ure, Grant Steel and David Currell 
 
 
Round 1. 
I drew Italy and had Dominick Stevens (E), Rohan Flavelle (F) and Steve Gould (G) form an alliance that went through the game seeing them end up on 
11 each with Crusher (T) on the remaining centre.  Larry Peery was Russia and he was happy to sit where he was.  This really allowed the EFG to 
flourish.  Austria was Brett Chatterton and his intent early on was to eliminate Turkey.  He encountered some difficulties and did not come to my 
pleading assistance. The fatal mistake was when he moved to Gre rather than to Tyn from Ion and that ended up spelling the elimination for the both of 
us. I had a chance of gaining a survival point but suggested a move which ended up in me getting dislodged and the draw then passed The EFG played 
well together and they deserved the points that they got. I was a bit disappointed with my result but had noone to blame really but 
myself. 
 



I had a quick look around the boards and saw that there were quite a few 14 center leaders.  At least I knew what I needed to score. Off into town again 
with Brian Sheldon, Manus Hand, Kit Burke and his partner.  Manus and I stayed on when the others retired. We tried working together off the board in 
attracting some of the finer species of Canberra. I was really just trying to help Manus but by 4.00 the last call had been 
made and we went back to the hotel empty handed. I spent the next morning trying to lull the slight hangover and by the time my next round started in 
the afternoon it was only down to a dull throb.  
 
Round 3 
France!!  A country that I could play OK.  As long as I was able to get a good start.  And I did that too :)  I had a very good alliance with a French player 
Phillipe Clavaud as England and we were quickly able to eliminate both Jimmy the Knife (G) and Rob Hadley (I).  I went from 7 to 10 to 13 in two years 
:)  Phillipe got himself out of position and I was able to take his home centres off him on my way to 15.  He disbanded at home, keeping a couple in 
Scandinavia and also StP allowing him to finish on 3.  Mark 
Withnall was Russia and I was very lucky for him to allow me to hold Munich without any support for 3 turns whilst I secured the rest of Germany. He 
ended on 8.  Peter Taylor was Turkey and he was happy to end on 8 as well. We drew in 1911 I think and the time draw was called in 1913.  There was 
still an opportunity for me to continue but I was so happy with my performance in the round that I offered the draw I was also pleased that 
Phillipe took my stab so well.  I had a quick look around the remaining boards and thought that my result may have been the best of the round but there 
were a few that had been cleared away already so I was guessing until the prizgiveing as to whether I had actually got it.  My goal then was Best France 
as I was pretty sure that I had at the time to date the highest score. 
 
Off to the Pub for a meal and a few cheaper drinks. We stayed at the pub till closing and then we went back to the hotel and played a game of Junta. 
Don't like that game that much but hey it was worth playing just to watch Rohan Jon Keane get absolutely wasted and then fall asleep with his cards in 
his hand.  We had played for another hour before we realised that he still had them.  Steve Muzzati and Andrew Cheevers did a great job of using him 
as their own puppet.  A nod of the head and then playing his cards :). Finished at 2 and then went to bed for an extra hour due to daylight savings. 
 
Round 4 (Teams Round) 
Team NZ was all in Black (apart from Peter Taylor who got eliminated) and we knew who the Resovouir Frogs were (due to the great shirts) but apart 
from them the rest of the teams were unknown to us.  I drew Turkey and was happy to have a corner for the round.  I had Christian Gemballa Moura as 
Austria and Rob Stevenson as Italy to really contend with.  I quickly decided to work with Christian and we went about destroying Russia and Italy as 
quickly as we could. Christian and I were working really well together but I did a 
pretty major stab on Christian and he went down rather quickly, although a miss ordered convoy allowed him to last a bit longer than I had anticipated. I 
felt pretty bad after doing that. Rob, however, quickly filled in as my ally. I had been honest with him for all of the game and together we finished off 
Austria.  Brian Sheldon as Germany and Guillaume Vuillin (Mssr Green) as England had their own battle going on in the north.  The same time that I 
stabbed Rob, Guillaume stabbed Brian.  I was then up to 13 Rob, had clawed his way back from 2 to be on 7 and then down to 5, Guillaume was on 11 
and Brian 3.  
 
 

 
 
Team NZ – Winner Teams Competition. 
Dominick Stephens, Peter Taylor, Rob Schone, William Black, Grant Steel 
 
 
France had been eliminated and Greg Evans as Russia had finally increased from 1 center to 2 (at my expense). I was happy with 13 (especially for the 
teams round) and then made a big mistake (one which I am sure I will not make again).  I was in Tri, Bud and Gal and had a couple of builds.  Rob had a 
disband (I think) and Brian as Germany had 3.  Before the builds were in I called for a draw and it was passed immediately.  I then looked again at the 
board and counted the 5 more that I needed.  Tun, Ven, Rome, Nap and Mun and kicked myself.  All of Brian's units were around Mun and everything 
was wide open for me.  With 4 fleets against Rob's 1 the board was open to me... Damn, a chance at my first solo and I called for the draw.  Still many 
more years of play to go and I will get there one day. 
 
Team NZ had performed pretty well. Will and Dominick had done the math to work out our position.  At the moment we were leading.  My 12, Dom. 14, 
Rob 11 and Will 12 and Peter with 0.  It would all come down to the game that Rohan Jon Keane had to play in the 5th Round (he couldn't make it to the 



morning round).  He needed to finish on 9 to win for his team.  The round had moved to another smaller room as the main room had been invaded by 
the Chevy fanatics who were having a RnR evening.  He started well getting 3 in 1901 and quickly moving to 8.  We left them to it and went to the Pub.  
The 
French were there and we drank till closing and then wandered back to drink some more.  We arrived back to find that Rob Stevenson (as Turkey) had 
soloed that game.  Thanks to Shane Cubis (A) stabbing  Ian Moses (I). It seemed that after a couple of mediocre rounds Rob now had the lead of the 
tournament.  We started to compare scores and tried to work out the leaders. Someone, methinks it was Dominick, informed me that I was in the top 5 
after my two good rounds. Great, I thought, nothing like a bit more pressure. 
 
 
 
 
 
Final Round 
After the elongated drawing process I ended up with England.  Shane Cubis was Germany, David Norman had France, Craig Sedgwick Italy, Steve 
Muzzatti got Austria, Mike Dowling was Russia and Will Black had Turkey.  Both G and F had been on the board which had given Rob the solo the night 
before and I quickly noted that neither really wanted to work with the other.  That played well for me as I was able to open knowing that both of them 
wanted to go against the other.  Craig played a great Italy and we were happy to watch the 2 of them go at it.  I decided to go against David, and Craig 
quickly moved from Tyr to Pie in the fall of 1901 to put pressure on France straight away.   
 
Meanwhile there was an A/R happening and Will as Turkey was quickly eliminated.  Steve got most of the builds out of that and when I made my move 
into Scandinavia (a turn to late for Will) I was able to get both StP and Mos without any contesting.  Craig, Shane and I had agreed on an 11 split with 
the final unit going to Russia.  France and Turkey were out of the game and Russia was down to 2.  Steve, as Austria had made a lot of gains and Italy 
and Germany set about reducing them.  I sat happily, as an ally, in the background, watching them make all of  the gains. I told each of them that I 
wanted to stab the other but didn't really make the move until fall of 1909 when I took 2 off Shane.  He had actually picked the stab (I must have been 
very tired) and managed to cover a centre.  Craig moved then to stop my attempt at a solo but I knew that time was not on my side. We had a time draw 
in 1911. I ended on 12, Shane and Craig both had 9, whilst Mike and Steve both had 2.  I think that this was my most enjoyable game as it really tested 
my patience as a player. 
 
The scores were added up and I was told that I had placed very well.  When prizegiving came along I got Best France.  It was also good enough to get 
me the Best Round 3 medal as well.  I was very surprised to hear my name called out for the Best Round 6 as well, especially considering I only had 12 
SC's. I hadn't really thought about it that much at all during the last day.  I had taken a couple of looks at the tables in the last round to see where the 
competition was placed but never looked at the leaders of each table.  It 
seemed that the games had early endings in large draws and that the earlier time draw had also made a slight impact on the last year of center 
grabbing. Team NZ got the teams award and I wandered up to collect my third medal of the evening.  I was keen to do  the Haka but the Wellingtonions 
couldn't remember it. 
 
I hate speeches and when I was called up to receive the 2 place trophy I sort of stuttered my way through it. 
 
The last night in the Capitol and in for a bite to eat at a Thai restaurant. We got out of the maxi taxi and Will Black said he was off to get some money.  
That is the last anyone saw of him that night.  We sent out search parties around Canberra, alerted the Police, even called Sean Colman back at the 
hotel, but to no avail.  Will had just vanished.  Dinner was good and a quick beer at the now local haunt. Back to the hotel to find Will curled up 
asleep.  Sean told us that he was beaten up by 7 guys trying to steal his cellphone.  Luckily he had left it at the hotel and hadn't had a chance to get any 
money out. 
 
My flight home didn't leave until the afternoon so I planned to have a sleep in and then a lazy morning.  Sean comes into the room at 8am telling us that 
we all have to check out now.  Up we get.  No chance for a shower or anything and then he says 'only joking' :-).   
 
At least Sean got his stab in during the weekend, albeit not on the Diplomacy board. 
I had a look around the War Memorial Museum, with Tony Collins, trying to be a little bit cultural over the weekend. Off to the airport and then on the 
flights home. All in all it was a great weekend of Diplomacy. Seldom do I get the chance to talk tactics, tell lies and drink as much as I did then.  It was 
good to meet so many avid players of the game and some very interesting people altogether.  I hope that I can see all of you soon at a NZ tournament or 
if not there, then at Denver next year. 
 
GrAnT 
 
 

ME 
Whats happened in my life? 
 
I’ve had a major life change. It happened a few weeks ago, the night before ANZAC day to be exact. As I was glancing at my grey beard in the window 
of the train - I made a decision. I didn’t tell sweet Kathryn as she’d would find out in time, she was going away for the weekend and wouldn’t be able to 
talk me out of it.  
 
I wandered the earth for a day or so with an inner knowledge, a deep smile. I said goodbye to Kathy on Friday afternoon as she left for Bright. I walked 
the Dogs, filled the spa, searched for the dog-grooming clippers and then in minutes it was gone. For the first time in 20 years, I joined the freshed faced 
shavers club. I must say I do look fantastic. It’s a bit strange though… do you know how cold a pillow feels when your face has been covered for 20 
years. 
 
Anyway. The big moment arrived at 8:30pm Sunday when my dearly beloved arrived home from Bright. I doubt that the door was opened when I heard 
this scream “YUK!!!!!”. “I didn’t like it then (21 years ago when she first met me) and I don’t like it now.” I won’t go on but she refused to look at me for 3 
days. 
 
I was unsure about sideburns. I’ve never thought about it before. Some men have none. Some stop where the ear joins the head (at the top or bottom). 
Some stop where at the arm of the glasses. You wouldn’t believe how many shapes and sizes there are. In the days before and after my big shave I 
found myself doing a lot of staring – it was like being at the beach. 
 
I don’t have a picture of the new me so you’ll have to come to the NSW tournament to see for yourself. 
 



YOU 
I need some stories about your lives. 
 
I can however tell you that we have 3 marriages approaching. 
Steve Muzzatti, Jason Whitby and Craig Sedgwick. 
Congratulations. 
 
 
 

Tournament Results 
 
2002 Waikato Diplomacy Open 
The 2002 Waikato Diplomacy Open was held from 23-24 February 2002 in Hamilton, New Zealand. It was 3 rounds over 2 days.  
The tournament director: Quentin Ball. 
 Scoring System: KISS. 
Venue: The newly built Livestock Improvement Social Centre (Fantastic).  

Rank Player State Score 

1 Rob Schone WEL 32 

2 Craig Purcell WAI 30 

3 Peter Taylor AKL 28 

4 James Millington WEL 27 

5 Dominick Stephens WEL 26 

6 Yvonne Walus AKL 22 

7 Josh Guilbert AKL 20 

8 Will Black AKL 16 

9 Adam Purcell  ** WAI 13 

 Sean Colman NSW 13 

11 John Luckstedt AKL 12 

12 Patrick Shirley AKL 11 

13 Scott Tasker WAI 2 

    

     

Key    

AKL Auckland   

NSW New South Wales   

WAI Waikato   

WEL Wellington   

** 2 games    

        

Trophies Player SC  

Pagean Scroll Rob Schone 27  

Best Austria James Millington 9  

Best England Rob Schone 17  

Best France Craig Purcell 15  

Best Germany Peter Taylor 12  

Best Italy Peter Taylor 9  

Best Russia Dominick Stephens 12  

Best Turkey Rob Schone 10  

 
 
World Diplomacy Convention March 29 – April 1, 2002  



More game by game results are available by going to the web-site. 
 

 
 
 
Awards 
1st Place Rob Stephenson 
2nd Place Grant Steel 
3rd Place Yann Clouet 
4th Place Dominick Stephens 
5th Place Craig Sedgwick 
6th Place Manus Hand 
7th Place Guillaume Vuillin 
 
Best Austria Guillaume Vuillin 
Best England Manus Hand 
Best France Grant Steel 
Best Germany Yann Clouet 
Best Italy Rohan Flavelle 
Best Russia Cyrille Sevin 
Best Turkey Rob Stephenson 
 
Round One Highscore Craig Sedgwick 
Round Two Highscore Cyrille Sevin 
Round Three Highscore Grant Steel 
Round Four Highscore Andrew Goff 
Round Five Highscore Rob Stephenson 
Round Six Highscore Grant Steel 
 
Leading International Players Brian Shelden 
 Edi Birsan 
 William Attia 
 Dan Mathias 
 Phillipe Clauvaud 
 Vincent Carry 
Best Novice Tony Collins 
Best Intermediate Grant Steel 
 
Team Winner Team New Zealand

Final Standings        

Position   1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

1 Rob Stephenson - 1 - 7 34 8 50 

2 Grant Steel 1 - 17 15 - 14 47 

3 Yann Clouet 11 11 - 16 - 8 46 

4 Dominick Stephens 13 - 16 12 - 4 45 



5 Craig Sedgwick 16 1 - 15 - 11 43 

6 Guillaume Vuillin 1 17 11 13 - - 42 

6 Manus Hand 16 - 17 1 - 8 42 

8 Rohan Flavelle 13 - 1 - 13 12 39 

8 Rob Schone 11 - 5 13 - 10 39 

10 Steve Gould 13 11 - 13 - 1 38 

11 Andrew Goff 1 - 16 17 - 3 37 

11 Jason Whitby 11 - 8 15 - 3 37 

13 Greg Evans 5 11 - 4 16 - 36 

14 Shane Cubis 11 12 - - 1 11 35 

15 Brian Shelden 11 9 9 5 - - 34 

15 Andrew Cheevers 3 13 4 - - 14 34 

15 Tony Collins 8 12 - 3 - 11 34 

18 Edi Birsan 3 15 - 6 - 9 33 

19 William Attia 13 - 14 3 - 1 31 

20 Chad Nimmagadda 11 0 3 16 - - 30 

20 Daniel Mathias 13 3 - 3 - 11 30 

22 Mark Withnell 1 - 10 1 - 14 26 

22 Cyrille Sevin 7 17 1 1 - - 26 

24 Frank Meerbach 8 6 - 0 - 11 25 

24 Christian Gemballa Moura 9 - 3 1 - 12 25 

26 Ian Moes 11 - - 11 1 - 23 

26 Philippe Clavaud 1 - 5 10 - 7 23 

28 Chris Burke 1 6 14 0 - - 21 

29 Vincent Carry - 8 6 1 - 4 19 

29 Chetan Radia 7 - 7 1 - 4 19 

31 Peter Taylor 1 - 10 1 - 6 18 

31 Geoff Kerr 16 - 1 - 0 1 18 

31 William Black 4 - 1 13 - 0 18 

34 Tristan Lee 1 1 1 13 - - 16 

34 Don Del Grande 4 1 1 10 - - 16 

36 Brett Chatterton 1 6 - 6 - 1 14 

37 Rohan Jon Keane 1 9 - - 3.5 - 13.5 

38 Larry Peery 1 1 - 1 - 10 13 

38 Stephen Muzzatti 1 3 - - 5 4 13 

40 David Astley - 3 1 0 8 - 12 

41 Craig Brown - - 11 - - - 11 

42 Michael Dowling 1 - 4 1 - 4 10 

43 Griff Young - - 9 - - - 9 

43 James Bounsell - 1 0 4 - 4 9 

43 Robert Hadley - 0 0 8 1 - 9 

46 Sean Phelan 3 1 - 1 3 - 8 

46 Sean Colman 1 0 3 0 - 4 8 

48 Geoff Baker 7 - - - - - 7 

49 Doug Stewart - - - - - 5 5 

49 Bill Brown - - - 5 - - 5 

51 David Norman - - 1 0 1 1 3 

52 Brendan Whyte 1 - - 1 0 - 2 

53 Andrew Geraghty - - - - - 1 1 

53 Neil Ashworth - - - - 1 - 1 

53 Shane Huntley - - 1 - - - 1 

56 Red McClintock - - 0 - - - 0 
 
 



Country Analysis 
 

Power Ave Wins Loss Eliminations Draws 

Austria 4.4 0 1 13 14 

England 9.3 0 1 3 24 

France 6.7 0 1 7 20 

Germany 6.8 0 1 8 19 

Italy 4.4 0 1 10 17 

Russia 4.4 0 1 14 13 

Turkey 8.8 1 0 7 20 

 
Bismark Cup 
 
Pos Name Of ... Raw From Score VIC WAI AUS NSW AKL NZL GON 

1 Dominick Stephens WEL  127.3 2  18.19  47 80     

2 Rob Schone WEL  123.0 2  17.57  63  60     

3 Andrew Goff ACT  105.6 2  15.09 57   49      

4 Rob Stephenson VIC  100.0 1  14.29   100      

5 Grant Steel AKL  90.0 1  12.86   90      

6 
Christian Gemballa 
Moura 

VIC  85.5 2  12.21 50  35     

7 Yann Clouet FRA  85.0 1  12.14   85      

8 Brian Sheldon USA  82.5 2  11.79 38   45     

9 Peter Taylor AKL  81.2 2  11.60  54  28      

10 Frank Meerbach VIC  79.2 2  11.31 44   35      

11 Tristan Lee VIC  78.0 2  11.14 54   24      

12 Sean Colman NSW  77.9 3  11.13 32  35  12      

13 Craig Sedgwick NSW  75.0 1  10.71   75      

14 Jason Whitby VIC  74.2 2  10.60 25   49      

15= Guillaume Vuillin FRA  70.0 1  10.00   70      

15= Manus Hand USA  70.0 1  10.00   70      

17 Rohan Keane VIC  68.5 1  9.79 47   21      

18 Will Black AKL  65.4 2  9.34  38  28      

19 Dugal Ure VIC  63.0 1  9.00 63        

20 Rohan Flavelle VIC  60.0 1  8.57   60      

21 Brett Chatterton NSW  57.0 2  8.14 35   22      

22 Craig Purcell WAI  56.7 1  8.10  57       

23 James Millington WEL  50.4 1  7.20  50      

24 Steve Gould VIC  50.0 1  7.14   50      

25 Greg Evans NSW  46.8 1  6.69   47      

26 Shane Cubis NSW  45.7 1  6.53   46      

27 Yvonne Walus AKL  44.1 1  6.30  44       

28 Andrew Cheevers VIC 43.6 1  6.23   44      

29 Tony Collins QLD  42.5 1  6.07   43      

30 Edi Birsan USA  41.5 1  5.93   42      

31 Graham Allen VIC  41.0 1  5.86 41        

32 Josh Guilbert AKL  41.0 1  5.86  41       

33 William Attia FRA  40.4 1  5.77   40      

34 Chad Nimmagadda NSW  39.3 1  5.62   39      



34 Daniel Mathias NSW  39.3 1  5.62   39      

36 Mark Withnell ACT  37.2 1  5.32   37      

36 Cyrille Sevin FRA  37.2 1  5.32   37      

38 Adam Purcell WAI  34.7 1  4.95  35       

39 Ian Moes ACT  33.0 1  4.71   33      

39 Philippe Clavaud FRA  33.0 1  4.71   33      

41 Chris Burke VIC  30.8 1  4.40   31      

42= Vincent Carry FRA  29.8 1  4.25   30      

42= Chetan Radia UK  29.8 1  4.25   30      

44 Geoff Kerr NSW  27.6 1  3.94   28      

45 Don Del Grande USA  24.4 1  3.49   24      

46 Rob Hadley VIC  21.6 2  3.08 7   15      

47 John Luckstedt AKL  21.2 1  3.03  21       

48 Larry Perry USA  20.2 1  2.89   20      

48 Stephen Muzzatti NSW  20.2 1  2.89   20      

50 Melissa Nicholson AKL  19.2 1  2.74 19        

51 David Astley QLD  18.0 1  2.57   18      

52 Craig Brown NSW  17.0 1  2.43   17      

53 Michael Dowling ACT  15.9 1  2.27   16      

54 Griff Young QLD  14.8 1  2.11   15      

54 James Bounsell VIC  14.8 1  2.11   15      

56 Ken Sproat VIC  13.0 1  1.85 13        

57 Sean Phelan NSW  11.7 1  1.67   12      

58 Patrick Shirley AKL  10.9 1  1.56  11       

59 Geoff Baker ACT  9.5 1  1.36   10      

60 Doug Stewart ACT  8.5 1  1.21   9      

60 Bill Brown VIC  8.5 1  1.21   9      

62 David Norman UK  6.3 1  0.90   6      

63 Andrew Geraghty ACT  4.2 1  0.60   4      

63 Neil Ashworth VIC  4.2 1  0.60   4      

63 Shane Huntley ACT  4.2 1  0.60   4      

66 Red McClintock ACT  1.0 1  0.14   1      

67 George Smirnow VIC  0.6 1  0.09 1       

67 Scott Tasker WAI  0.6 1  0.09  1      

  

Province/State Key:  

ACT Australian Capital Territory 

AKL Auckland 

FRA France 

NSW New South Wales 

VIC Victoria 

WAI Waikato 

WEL Wellington 

QLD Queensland 

UK United Kingdom 

USA United States Of America 



After 3 D.A.A.N.Z. affiliated tournaments in 2002.  
68 different people have played in at least 1 tournament.   
55 people have played in 1 tournament.   
12 people have played in 2 tournaments.   
1 person has played in 3 tournaments.   

 

Clubs and Contacts 
 
Victorian Diplomacy Club (Aus) 

VENUE:  Second Floor, Union House 
        (next to George Paton Gallery) 
        Melbourne University 
        Melway reference: Map 2B D6 and Map 75A) 
TIME:   From 12 noon onwards 
DATES:  The third Saturday of each month, these being: 
        June 15 
        July 20 
        August 17 
        September 21 
        October 19 
        November 16 
CONTACTS: David Currell:  d.currell@ugrad.unimelb.edu.au 
                Tristan Lee:  verybig@bigpond.com 
                                 0412 425185 

 
Diplomacy Club Of Canberra 

DCOC meets at the Slovenian-Australian Association in Irving Street, Phillip at 7 PM, on the first Friday each month.  
Our website is http://www.angelfire.com/games3/DCOC/ 
Contact - Andrew Geraghty at creativewords@bigpond.com or Phone - (61-2) 6231 2686 
OR - Doug Stewart at doug_r_stewart@hotmail.com or Phone - (61-2) 6282 1634 
 

 
 
Wollongong (Aus) 

STAB meets weekly in Wollongong, presently on Monday nights, but this is 
subject to change. 
If you're interested in playing Diplomacy in Wollongong, 
which has a certain ambience that any other city in the globe lacks, contact 
Shane Cubis at rubikcubis@bigpond.com or on 0416240803. 

 
 
Auckland (NZ) 

Will Black 
willb@esp.co.nz 
+64 21 607 153 
16 First Ave 
Kingsland 
Auckland 
New Zealand 

 
Wellington (NZ) 

Rob Schone 
robs@paradise.net.nz 
+64 21 343-109 

 

Adelaide (Aus) 
Dashiel Lawrence 
 0421 255 313 
klm5061@hotmail.com 

 
Hamilton Diplomacy Club (New Zealand) 

Meets: The club meets informally (3rd Friday of the month) in the homes of members.  
Plays: Diplomacy with rules that help new players. 
For more information contact:  
Craig Purcell, phone: (07) 853 6374; email: cpurcell@lic.co.nz 

 

http://www.angelfire.com/games3/DCOC/
mailto:creativewords@bigpond.com
mailto:creativewords@bigpond.com
mailto:doug_r_stewart@hotmail.com
mailto:doug_r_stewart@hotmail.com
mailto:klm5061@hotmail.com
mailto:cpurcell@lic.co.nz


Sydney Board Games Club (Aus) 
Meets: Each Saturday 1pm until 10:30pm in conjunction with the Burwood Board Games Club, with a game of Diplomacy hoping to be played 
on the second Saturday of every month.  
Location: The Woodstock Community Centre, Fitzroy Street Burwood (off Shaftesbury Avenue, which is off Parramatta Road, which has the 
Burwood Bus Depot on the corner). 
Cost: $4 for unemployed/students, $7 for employed people for the day. 
Plays: Chess, Diplomacy, Settlers of Catan, Ra, Axis & Allies, Advanced Civilization, Brittania, 18xx railway games, Junta, Blood Bowl, and 
any other games you'd like to bring along. 
Contacts:  
Sean Colman, phone 0414-632-335, email: boardgames@optushome.com.au  
or see the Sydney Board Games Club home page  

 
 
Queensland University Games Society (Aus) 

Meets: First Saturday of every month.  
Location: Tivey Room, Student Union Complex, University of Queensland (Saint Lucia). 
For more information contact:  
Gary Johnson, (07) 3392 1760, email: garyjohnson@uq.net.au 
or see the QUGS Web page. 

 
 
Tournaments 

8-10 June 2002: NSW Diplomacy Championships 

Format: Three rounds over three days. Registration at 9:30 am each day. 
Location: Coogee/Randwick RSL, Coogee, Sydney.  
Cost: $25 for the three days ($15 for overseas players), or $9 per round. Pay at the door.  

 
13-14 July 2002: Auckland Diplomacy Championships  

Format: Three rounds over two days, using the Detour scoring system. 
Location: Newmarket Returned Services Club, 3 Melrose Street, Newmarket, Auckland. Bar facilities in the gaming room, and a Bistro 
restaurant.  
Cost: probably Free for Novice players, $5 per round for Intermedate players, $7 per round for Senior players and $10 per round for Higher 
ranked players.  
For more information:  
Will Black, phone: +64 9 815 3546, +64 21 607 153, email: willb@esp.co.nz 

 
 

5-7 October 2002: ACT Diplomacy Championships  
PLEASE NOTE: results from this tournament do not count for the Bismark Cup, but do count for Masterpoints.  
Format: Continuous Tournament 
Scoring System: Modified Cricket 
Location: RSL Club, Canberra City 
Cost: $10 for non-DAANZ members, free for DAANZ members.  
For more information contact:  
Andrew Goff andrewgoff@bigpond.com 

 

26-28 October 2002: New Zealand Diplomacy Championships  
Location: Newmarket Returned Services Club, 3 Melrose Street, Newmarket, Auckland. Bar facilities in the gaming room, and a Bistro 
restaurant open.  
Format: Three rounds over three days. One round for team competition (Triple Star Plate).  
Scoring System: TBA.  
Cost: TBA.  
For more information contact:  
Grant Torrie, grant_torrie@wilsonandhorton.co.nz or 
Quentin Ball, sandq@xtra.co.nz  

 
 
 

30 November - 1 December 2002: "Gong Con"  
Format: Three games over two days - two games on Saturday, one on Sunday. 
Scoring System: Cricket. 
Location: North Wollongong PCYC 
Cost: TBA.  
For more information contact:  
Sean Colman 0414-632-335, scolman@optushome.com.au  
Shane Cubis 0416-240-803, rubikcubis@bigpond.com 

mailto:boardgames@optushome.com.au
http://www.geocities.com/sydneyboardgamesclub/
mailto:garyjohnson@uq.net.au
http://www.qugs.org.au/
mailto:willb@esp.co.nz
http://daanz.org.au/results/index.html#BISMARK
http://daanz.org.au/results/index.html#MASTER
mailto:andrewgoff@bigpond.com
mailto:grant_torrie@wilsonandhorton.co.nz
mailto:sandq@xtra.co.nz
mailto:scolman@optushome.com.au
mailto:rubikcubis@bigpond.com


 
 
 

Email Lists 
 

OZDIP-L 
OZDIP-L@thingy.apana.org.au is the email list for discussion of the game of Diplomacy in Australia and New Zealand. A message sent to 
OZDIP-L is automatically emailed to all list members. OZDIP-L provides a forum where people who are interested in Diplomacy can discuss a 
very wide range of issues related to both the game and their other common interests (such as sport).  
How do I join OZDIP-L?  
To subscribe to the OZDIP-L list, visit  
http://thingy.apana.org.au/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/ozdip-l 

 
DAANZ-announce 

DAANZ-announce@yahoogroups.com is an announcements only email list for the promotion of Diplomacy tournaments, the announcement 
of club games of Diplomacy, the publication of information from the DAANZ Executive, and the posting of results of tournaments, club games, 
Masterpoints and the Bismark Cup. DAANZ-announce is designed to compliment OZDIP-L, providing access to basic information about the 
Diplomacy hobby in Australia and New Zealand without the discussion and chatter that OZDIP-L often features. 

 
 
DAANZ Homepage 
 http://daanz.org.au/ 
 
 
 
 
Next issue:  
Deadline:   31 July 2002 
In your mailbox:  August 2002 
 

 
 
 
 
The man with his own religion: Don Del Grande (he does have facial hair). 
 
 
 

http://daanz.org.au/
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